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Olympic gold medalist inspires 

 
On Saturday 7th January 2012 my coach Deirdre 

Elmhirst, myself and a few other keen high jumpers 

from Worcester Athletics Club were invited to go to 

the High Performance centre in Birmingham to meet 

the world class high jumper ‘Stefan Holm’. Loads of 

other male and female high jumpers and coaches 

from around UK came as well. The day started off 

with a very inspiring talk from Stefan about his life 

from when he was very 

young (4 years old) to the 

current day. We were 

shown Power Points and 

lots of video footage of 

Stefans’ jumping career. After the 2 hour long talk I had previously 

qualified for the competition that was taking place on the day. Being only 

13 I was the youngest athlete at the whole event, I was competing 

against athletes up to the age of 21. I competed well under pressure and 

jumped 1.50m, 5cm shy of my personal best of 1.55m. I was pleased with 

this result but I could have done better if my surroundings were not as 

intimidating. 

After the competition Stefan and his dad led a high jump master class 

session for an hour and a half which I benefited from. Stefan and his dad 

being Swedish spoke quite good English but at times their translators 

would step in and help!!! Stefan showed examples of how he warmed up for the Olympics in 2004 

and demonstrated jumping 2.00m!! This was amazing as he properly retired as a 

world class high jumper 5 years ago. 

Stefan Holm is a world class Swedish high jumper. 

He has one many titles in his high jump career but he has 

recently retired. Stefan won the gold medal at the Olympics in 

Athens in 2004 with a winning and outstanding height of 2.36m 

being only 1.81m tall. He then jumped a personal best of 2.40m 

at the European indoor athletics championships in Madrid and 

also won the gold medal. 

The whole day was fabulous but very tiring and was definitely a 

day not to miss and unforgettable!! 

Picture with Stefan Holm. From left to right: Ella Gibbons, Georgia 

Williams, Stefan Holm, Hakim Shepard. 

Stefan holm 2004 Olympics in Athens 

with gold medal. 

Stefan Holm jumping 

2.40m 

By Georgia Williams 


